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In this paper, we study the minimal period problem for even autonomous second
order Hamiltonian systems defined on R N without any convexity assumption. By
using the variational methods, we obtain estimates on the minimal period of the
corresponding nonconstant periodic solution of the superquadratic and asymptoti-
cally linear Hamiltonian systems. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
w xIn his pioneering work 21 , P. Rabinowitz studied the following classical
Hamiltonian systems
x q V 9 x s 0, ; x g R N , 1.1 .  .È
where N is a positive integer. V: R N ª R is a function and V 9 denotes its
< <gradient. In the text of this paper, we denote by a ? b and a the usual
inner product and norm in R N, respectively. Under the conditions that the
potential function V is non-negative and superquadratic at both the origin
and the infinity, i.e., there exist constants m ) 2 and r ) 0 such that0
< <0 - mV x F V 9 x ? x , ; x G r , 1.2 .  .  .0
 .Rabinowitz proved that the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant periodic
solution with any prescribed period T ) 0. Moreover, Rabinowitz conjec-
 .tured that 1.1 possesses a nonconstant solution with any prescribed
minimal period under his conditions. Since then, there are many papers on
 w x.this minimal period problem cf. 1]7, 9]12, 18, 21 . Among these results,
most of them assumed that V satisfies some kinds of convexity conditions
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 w x.cf. 6, 7 . There are only a few papers dealing with the nonconvex case
 w x.cf. 10, 11 .
w xRecently, in his papers 15]17 , Long generalized some ideas of Ekeland
 w x.and Hofer cf. 6, 7 to the second order Hamiltonian systems without any
w xconvexity assumptions. In 15 , by using the natural Z -symmetry possessed2
 .by the system 1.1 and a Morse index theory method, Long obtained
 . w xresults on the minimal period problem for the system 1.1 . In 16 , Long
 .  .studied the system 1.1 when V is even. In this case, the system 1.1
possesses a natural V -symmetry, where V s Z [ Z is the Klein Four-4 4 2 2
group. Long established estimates on the minimal period of solutions of
 .  .1.1 in terms of their Morse indices see Theorem 2.4 . Combining this
with the Mountain Pass theorem, under Rabinowitz's superquadratic con-
 .  .dition 1.2 , Long proved that for every T ) 0, the system 1.1 possesses a
nonconstant T-periodic solution with minimal period T or Tr3.
w xIn this paper, we further use the ideas of 16 to study the minimal
 .  N .period problem of 1.1 . We denote by L R the set of all N = N reals
q N .   N .symmetric matrices, and L R s h g L R N h is semi-positives s
4definite .
We assume the following conditions on V.
 . 2 N .  N .V1 V g C R , R and there exists h g L R such that0 s
1 NÄV x s h x ? x q V x , ; x g R . .  .02
Ä Ä Ä N .  .  .V2 V is even, i.e., V yx s V x , ; x g R .
Ä 2 .  .  < < . < <V3 V x s o x as x ª 0.
 .We'll study the minimal period problem of 1.1 in the case that h / 0.0
w x w xThis is motivated by 19 . In 19 Rabinowitz considered the existence of
 .nonconstant periodic solutions of 1.1 in the case that h is positive0
definite. We'll give estimates on the minimal period of the nonconstant
 .periodic solutions of 1.1 in the case h / 0.0
 N .For any T ) 0 and h g L R , lets
2D h s 2p 2k y 1 rT I y h ;k G 1, 1.3 .  .  . .k N
 N .where I is the identity matrix in L R . We define the indices of h byN s
` `
y 0i h s M D h , n h s M D h , 1.4 .  .  .  .  . .  . T k T k
ks1 ks1
y . 0 . q .where M ? , M ? , and M ? , denote the negative definite, the null, and
the positive definite subspace of the selfadjoint linear operator defining it,
respectively.
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ÄFirst we consider the superquadratic Hamiltonian systems, i.e., V
satisfies
Ä Ä N .  .  .V4 V x G V 0 s 0, ; x g R .
 .V5 There exist constants m ) 2, r ) 0, 0 F b F 2, and d G 00
such that
Ä Ä b< < < <mV x y V 9 x ? x F d x , ; x G r . .  . 0
Ä 2 .  . < < < <V6 V x r x ª `, as x ª `.
We have the following result:
 .  . q N .THEOREM 1.1. Suppose V satisfies V1 ] V6 with h g L R . Then0 s
 .for e¨ery T ) 0, the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant T-periodic solution
with minimal period Trk for some odd integer k satisfying
1 F k F 2 i h q n h q 3. .  . .T 0 T 0
By a straightforward computation, we know that Theorem 1.1 is a
wgeneralization of the corresponding results in 16, Theorem 1.1 and
x  .Theorem 1.2 see Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.3 .
Next we consider the asymptotically linear Hamiltonian systems, i.e., V
satisfies
 .  N .V7 There exists h g L R such that` s
1 2< < < <G x s V x y h x ? x s o x , as x ª `. .  .  .`2
In the following, we always denote by w and w the largest eigenvalue0 `
of h and h , respectively.0 `
 .  .  .THEOREM 1.2. Suppose V satisfies V1 ] V3 , V7 , and w ) w G 0.0 `
 .  .Then for e¨ery T g 2pr w , 2pr w , the system 1.1 possesses a’ ’0 `
nonconstant periodic solution with minimal period T.
w x w xThis is motivated by 17 . In 17, Theorem 2 Long proved a similar
1 N . 2 N .result for V g C R , R . In the case V g C R , R , our Theorem 1.2 is a
w xstrict generalization of 17, Theorem 2 . See Remark 4.1 for the compari-
son.
For the Landesman Lazer type conditions, i.e.,
 ". <  . <  . < <V8 G9 x is bounded and G x ª"` as x ª `, we have
 .  .  .THEOREM 1.3. Suppose V satisfies V1 ] V3 and V7 .
 .  q.i Assume V8 holds. Then for e¨ery T ) 0 satisfying
i h q n h f i h , i h q n h , 1.5 .  .  .  .  .  .T ` T ` T 0 T 0 T 0
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 .the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant T-periodic solution with minimal
period Trk for some odd integer k satisfying
1 F k F 2 i h q n h q 1. .  . .T ` T `
 .  y.ii Assume V8 holds. Then for e¨ery T ) 0 satisfying
i h f i h , i h q n h , 1.6 .  .  .  .  .T ` T 0 T 0 T 0
 .the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant T-periodic solution with minimal
period Trk for some odd integer k satisfying
1 F k F 2 i h q 1. .T `
 .  .  .  q.THEOREM 1.4. Suppose V satisfies V1 ] V4 , V7 , V8 , and
 . q N .V9 h , h , h y h g L R and h h s h h .0 ` ` 0 s ` 0 0 `
Then for e¨ery T ) 0 satisfying
i h q n h ) i h q n h , 1.7 .  .  .  .  .T ` T ` T 0 T 0
the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds.
As a consequence, we have
COROLLARY 1.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.4, if w ) w , then` 0
w .  .for e¨ery T g 2pr w , 2pr w , the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant’ ’` 0
periodic solution with minimal period T or Tr3.
 .  .Remark 1.6. The conditions 1.5 ] 1.7 can be satisfied by many
 N .  .matrices in L R see Corollary 2.6 . Corollary 1.5 may be regarded as as
complement of Theorem 1.2.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the V -4
symmetry and compute the symmetric Morse indices. In Section 3, we use
the saddle point theorem to prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 4, we consider
the asymptotically linear cases and prove the remaining theorems.
2. THE SYMMETRIC MORSE INDICES AND
COMPUTATION
 . 1, 2 N .For T ) 0, let S s Rr TZ and E s W S , R with the usualT T T
norm
1r2
T 2 25 5 < < < <x s x q x dt , ; x g E . .ÇT H T /0
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We define the mentioned V -action for any T-periodic measurable func-4
N  4tion x: S ª R with V s d , d , d , d byT 4 0 1 2 3
d x s x , d x t s x yt , .  .0 1
T T
d x t s yx t y , d x t s yx y t , a.e. .  .2 3 /  /2 2
They are commutative and satisfying d 2 s d 2 s d 2 s d s id and d d s1 2 3 0 1 2
d . The group V is isoporphic to the Klein fourgroup Z [ Z .3 4 2 2
DEFINITION 2.1. For T ) 0, a T-periodic measurable function x: S ªT
R N is symmetric, if it satisfies
d x s x , ;d g V .4
Note that a T-periodic function is symmetric if and only if it is even
about t s 0 and Tr2, and is odd about t s Tr4 and 3Tr4.
Define
 4SE s z g E N d z s z , ;d g V .T T 4
5 5Then SE is a closed subspace of E . On SE , the norm x isTT T T
equivalent to the norm
1r2
T 25 5 < <x s x t dt . .ÇH /0
2 N .Recall that SE consists of those z g L S , R whose Fourier seriesT T
` 2p
Nz t s a cos 2k y 1 t , ;a g R , 2.1 .  .  . k k /Tks1
satisfies
2`T 2p 225 5z s 2k y 1 a - `. . k /2 Tks1
The inner product in SE is given byT
2`T 2p
X :z , z9 s 2k y 1 a ? a . 2.2 .  . k k /2 Tks1
For z g E , we defineT
T 21 < <f z s z y V z dt. 2.3 .  .  .ÇH 2
0
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 w x.Note that f is V -invariant if V is even cf. 16 . The following proposition4
 w x.is given by Long cf. 16 .
2 N .PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose V g C R , R is e¨en. Then for e¨ery T ) 0
we ha¨e
 . 2 .18 f g C SE , R , and there holdT
T :f 9 x , y s x ? y y V 9 x ? y dt , ; x , y g SE , .  .Ç ÇH T
0
T :f 0 x y , z s y ? z y V 0 x y ? z dt , ; x , y , z g SE . .  .Ç ÇH T
0
 .28 If x g SE is a critical point of f on SE , then x is a symmetricT T
3 N .  .C S , R -solution of 1.1 .T
 . 3 N .  .38 Con¨ersely, if x g C S , R is a solution of 1.1 , and is sym-T
metric, then x g SE and x is a critical point of f on SE .T T
 .For given T ) 0, we suppose that A t satisfies the condition
 .   N ..AS A g C S , L R , and it is even about t s 0 and Tr4.T r2 s
Define
TX :A z , z s A t z ? z9 dt , ;z , z9 g SE , 2.4 .  . .HT T
0
Then A : SE ª SE is a linear compact selfadjoint operator on SE cf.T T T T
w x.16 . Moreover, we have
dim My id y A -q` , dim M 0 id y A -q` . 2.5 .  .  .T T
Set
T
f y , z s y ? z y A t y ? z dt , ; y , z g SE . .  .Ç ÇHT T
0
 .Then by 2.4 we have
1  :f y , z s id y A y , z , ; y , z g SE . 2.6 .  .  .T T T2
DEFINITION 2.3. Define
si A t s dim My id y A , sn A t s dim M 0 id y A . .  .  .  . .  .T T T T
  ..   ..  .si A t and sn A t are called the symmetric Morse indices of A t .T T
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3 N .  .For every nonconstant C S , R -solution x of 1.1 which is evenT
 .   ..about t s 0 and odd about t s Tr4, let A t s V 0 x t . If V is even,
 .  .then A t satisfies the condition AS . So the symmetric Morse indices of
 .  .x, denoted by si x and sn x , can be defined asT T
si x s si A t , sn x s sn A t . .  .  .  . .  .T T T T
 .By Proposition 2.2, x is a critical point of f on SE , and f 0 x defines theT
 .  .  .bilinear form 2.6 on SE . Thus si x and sn x are just the MorseT T T
index and nullity of f at x in SE .T
 .Let O x be the greatest positive integer k such that x is Trk-periodic.
w x  .In 16 , Long proved the following theorem which estimates O x in term
 .of si x .T
2 N .THEOREM 2.4. Suppose V g C R , R is e¨en. For T ) 0 and e¨ery
3 N .  .nonconstant C S , R -solution x of 1.1 which is e¨en about t s 0 andT
odd about t s Tr4, there holds
O x F 2 si x q 1. .  . .T
 N .  .Note that for any T ) 0 and any h g L R , A t s h satisfies thes
 .condition AS . In this case, we can compute the symmetric Morse indices
of h directly.
 N .THEOREM 2.5. For any T ) 0 and h g L R , there holdss
si h s i h , sn h s n h . .  .  .  .T T T T
 .Proof. Let A be the operator defined by 2.4 on SE correspondingT T
 .  .to h. By 2.1 and 2.2 , the operator A has explicit expressionsT
2` T 2p
A z s ha cos 2k y 1 t , .T k  / /2p 2k y 1 T .ks1
 .  .where z t g SE with the form 2.1 . ThusT
2` T 2p
id y A z s I y h a cos 2k y 1 t . .  .T N k  / / /2p 2k y 1 T .ks1
2.7 .
 .By 1.3 and a straightforward computation, we have
`
w wdim M id y A s dim M D h , w s y, 0. 2.8 .  .  . .T k
ks1
 .Combining this with 1.3 and Definition 2.3 yields the conclusions.
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 .  N . q N .COROLLARY 2.6. i For h , h g L R , if h y h g L R , then1 2 s 1 2 s
si h q sn h G si h q sn h , ;T ) 0. .  .  .  .T 1 T 1 T 2 T 2
 . q N .ii If h g L R , for any T 9 G T ) 0, we ha¨es
si h q sn h G si h q sn h . .  .  .  .T 9 T 9 T T
 .  N .iii Assume h g L R and w is the largest eigen¨alue of h.s
 .a If w F 0, for e¨ery T ) 0, there holds
si h q sn h s 0. 2.9 .  .  .T T
’ .  .b If w ) 0, for e¨ery 0 - T - 2pr w , 2.9 holds. For e¨ery
’T G 2pr w , there holds
si h q sn h G 1. .  .T T
’Moreo¨er, if T ) 2pr w , we ha¨e
si h G 1. .T
 .  .  .  .Proof. By 1.3 , 2.7 , 2.8 , and a direct computation, we obtain i and
 .  .ii . Now we prove iii .
 .Let l F l F ??? l s w be the eigenvalues of h. By 1.3 and1 2 N
Theorem 2.5 it is easy to show that
22p
si h s a k , m 2k y 1 - l , 1 F m F N , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .T m / 5T
2.10 .
22p
sn h s a k , m 2k y 1 s l , 1 F m F N , k s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .T m / 5T
2.11 .
’ .  .  .By 2.10 and 2.11 , we get a . If w ) 0 and T - 2pr w , then
2 ’ .  .  .  .l s w - 2prT . Thus 2.9 holds. For T G 2pr w , by 2.10 and 2.11N ’ .  .  .4we have si h q sn h G a 1, N s 1. Similarly, T ) 2pr w , we haveT T
 .  .4si h G a 1, N s 1. The proof is complete.T
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3. SUPERQUADRATIC HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
In this section, we study the minimal period problem for the super-
 .quadratic Hamiltonian systems 1.1 .
For T ) 0, let E , SE , and V be defined as in Section 2, and f beT T 4
 .defined by 2.3 . Then by Proposition 2.2 we know that looking for the
3 N .  .symmetric C S , R -solutions of 1.1 is equivalent to looking for criticalT
points of f on SE .T
In order to find the critical points of f , we need the following saddle
w xpoint theorem which was proved in 8, 14 20, 22 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be the Hilbert space with orthogonal decomposition
2 .  .E s X [ Y, where dim X -`. Suppose f g C E, R , satisfies the PS
condition, and the following conditions:
 .  .  .F1 There exist r and a ) 0 such that f w G a , ;w g ­ B 0 l Y.r
 .  .  .F2 There exist e g ­ B 0 l Y and r ) r such that f w F 0, ;w g1 1
  . .  4­ Q, where Q s B 0 l X [ re N 0 F r F r .r 11
Then
 .18 f possesses a critical ¨alue c G a , which is gi¨ en by
c s inf max f h w , . .
hgG wgQ
  . 4where G s h g C Q, E N h s id on ­ Q .
 .   .  . 428 There exists an element w g K ' w g E N f 9 w s 0, f w s c0 c
 .such that the negati¨ e Morse index i w of f at w satisfies0 0
i w F dim X q 1. .0
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For T ) 0, let A be the operator defined by0
 .  .  .  .2.4 on SE corresponding to h . By V1 , 2.3 , and 2.6 we haveT 0
T1 Ä :f z s id y A z , z y V x dt , ;z g SE . 3.1 .  .  .  .H0 T2
0
We carry out the proof in several steps.
y . 0 . q .Step 1. Let X s M id y A [ M id y A , Y s M id y A .0 0 0
 w x.Then the Sobolev inequality cf. 18 implies that
1r2T
5 5 5 5y s max y t F y , ; y g Y . 3.2 .  .`  /12w xtg 0, T
 .Combining this with V3 yields that, for y g Y,
1 25 5 :f y s id y A y , y q o y as y ª 0. .  .  .02
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This implies that there exists r, a ) 0 such that
f y G a , ; y g ­ B 0 l Y . 3.3 .  .  .r
 .Let e g ­ B 0 l Y and set1
 4Q s re N 0 F r F r [ B 0 l X , . 41 r1
 .where r is free for the moment. By V6 there exist constants1
y1
25 5c G id y A ? e y 2 q 4d m y 2 , c ) 0 3.4 .  .L1 0 2
such that
Ä 2 N< <V x G c x y c , ; x g R ; 3.5 .  .1 2
 .  .  .  .For z s z q z g X, by 3.1 , 3.4 , 3.5 , and 2.5 we havey 0
T1 1 2 Ä :  :f re q z s id y A z , z q r id y A e, e y V z q re dt .  .  .  .H0 y y 02 2
0
y1a 21 12F r id y A y id y A z .0 0 y2 2
T 2< <y c z q re dt q c TH1 2
0
2 21 2F y id y A r y c z y c z q c T .0 3 y 4 0 22
Then there exists r ) 0 such that1
f z F 0, ;z g ­ Q. 3.6 .  .
 .Step 2. f satisfies the PS condition on SE , i.e., any sequenceT
 . <  . <u ; SE satisfying f u F M andk T k
f 9 u ª 0 as k ª ` 3.7 .  .k
possesses a subsequence convergent in SE .T
 .  .  .  .  .In fact, for large k and u s u , by 3.1 , 3.4 , 3.5 , 3.7 , and V5 wek
have
15 5  :M q u G f u y f 9 u , u .  .2
T 1 Ä Äs V 9 u ? u y V u dt .  .H 2
0
m dT T bÄ < <G y 1 V u dt y u dt y M .H H 1 /2 20 0
m y 2 T ÄG V u dt y M .H 24 0
5 5 22G M u y M .L3 4
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This implies that
T2 Ä25 5 5 5 5 5u F M 1 q u , V u dt F M 1 q u . 3.8 .  .  .  .L H5 6
0
 .  .  .Now by 3.1 , 3.7 , and 3.8 we have
T2 Ä5 5  :u s 2 f u q A u , u q 2 V u dt .  .H0
0
5 5F 2 M q M 1 q u . .7
 4This implies that u is bounded. A standard argument shows that fk
 .satisfies the PS condition.
Step 3. By Theorem 3.2, there exists a critical point x g SE of fT
 . y .with f x s c G a ) 0 and the Morse index m x of f at x on SET
satisfies
my x F dim My id y A q dim M 0 id y A q 1. 3.9 .  .  .  .0 0
 . 3 N .By V4 and Proposition 2.2, x is a nonconstant symmetric C S , R -T
 .solution of 1.1 . Thus by Definition 2.3, Theorem 2.4, Theorem 2.5, and
 .3.9 we have
O x F 2 si x q 1 s 2my x q 1 F 2 i h q n h q 3. .  .  .  .  . .  .T T 0 T 0
w x  .By Lemma 2.2 of 16 , O x is odd. The proof is complete.
Let w be the largest eigenvalue of h . Then by Theorem 2.5 and0 0
Corollary 2.6, for every 0 - T - 2pr w , we have’ 0
si h q sn h s 0. .  .T 0 T 0
Thus we have the following corollary.
 .  . q N .COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that V satisfies V1 ] V6 with h g L R0 s
and the greatest eigen¨alue of h is w . Then for e¨ery 0 - T - 2pr w , the’0 0 0
 .system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant T-periodic solution with minimal period
T or Tr3, and which is e¨en about t s 0 and Tr2, and odd about t s Tr4
and 3Tr4.
 .  .  .Remark 3.3. i It is easy to show that the conditions V5 and V6 are
 .equivalent to the usual superquadratic condition 1.2 . For example, if
Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .V x satisfies 1.2 , then V x satisfies V5 and V6 with d s 0. Here we
 .  .use the conditions V5 and V6 because sometime they are easy for
applications.
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 .  .  .ii If h s 0, by Corollary 2.6 we have si h q sn h s 0 for0 T 0 T 0
 wany T ) 0. In this case we get back the result due to Long cf. 16,
x.Theorem 1.1 .
 . w xiii A similar result as Corollary 3.2 was proved by Long in 16 . But
they required that 0 - T - 1r w . So Corollary 3.2 extends Theorem’ 0
w x1.2 in 16 .
4. ASYMPTOTICALLY LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
 .In this section, we study the minimal period problem for the system 1.1
under the asymptotically linear conditions.
For T ) 0, let E and SE be defined as in Section 2, and f be definedT T
 .  .by 2.3 . Let A and A be the operator, defined by 2.4 on SE ,0 ` T
corresponding to h and h , respectively. We first prove Theorem 1.2.0 `
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since T - 2pr w , by Corollary 2.6 we have’ `
 .that 2.9 holds for h . Thus id y A is positive definite in SE . On the` ` T
other hand, since T ) 2pr w , Corollary 2.6 implies that’ 0
si h ) 0. 4.1 .  .T 0
T  .Note that H u t dt s 0 for any u g SE . Then by Wirtinger's inequal-0 T
ity we have
5 5 22 2 2 5 5 2u F T r 4p u , ;u g SE . 4.2 .  . .L T
 . 2 y2 5 .y1 5y1By V7 , there exist 0 - c F p T id y A and c ) 0 such that1 ` 2
2 N< <G x F c x q c , ; x g R . 4.3 .  .1 2
 .  .  .  .Now by 2.3 , V7 , 4.2 , and 4.3 , for z g SE , we haveT
T1  :f z s id y A z , z y G z dt .  .  .H`2
0
y1y1 2 21 2 25 5 5 5G id y A z y c T r 4p z y c T .  . .` 1 22
y1y1 21 5 5G id y A z y c T . .` 24
Therefore f is coercive on SE , i.e.,T
5 5f z ª q` , as z ª `. .
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 w x.Note that f is weal lower semicontinuous on SE cf. 17, 18 . Then theT
 wfunctional f attains its minimum on SE at some point y g SE cf. 18,T T
x.  .Theorem 1.1 . y is a critical point of f and the Morse index si y of f atT
y satisfies
si y s 0. 4.4 .  .T
 .Thus by 4.1 and Proposition 2.2, y / 0 and y is a nonconstant symmetric
3 N .  .  .C S , R -solution of 1.1 . Now 4.4 and Theorem 2.4 implies thatT
O y F 2 si y q 1 s 1. .  . .T
The proof is complete.
w xRemark 4.1. In 16, Theorem 2 , under the assumptions that V g
1 N .  .C R , R satisfies V2 and the following
m 2 N< <V x F x q b , ; x g R , 4.5 .  .
2
M 2< < < <V x G x , ; x F r , 4.6 .  .
2
where b ) 0, r ) 0, and M ) m ) 0, Long proved that for every T g
’ ’ .  .2pr M , 2pr m , the system 1.1 possesses a nonconstant periodic
 .solution with minimal period T. Note that in Theorem 1.2 if V7 is
 .replaced by 4.5 , the conclusion also holds with w s m. But if we apply`
w x  .16, Theorem 2 to our case, 4.6 implies that the smallest eigenvalue w ofs
h should satisfy w ) w G 0, i.e., h is positive definite. Here in Theorem0 s ` 0
1.2, we do not need that h is positive definite. In fact, h may have0 0
2 N .negative eigenvalues. Therefore, if V g C R , R , our Theorem 1.2 is a
w xstrict generalization of 16, Theorem 2 .
In order to prove Theorem 1.3, we need the following definition and
w xtheorem introduced and proved in 8 .
w x 2DEFINITION 4.2 8 . Let E be a C -Riemannian manifold, D a closed
 .subset of E. A family F a is said to be a homological family of dimension
 .q with boundary D if for some nontrivial class a g H E, D the familyq
 .F a is defined by
F a s G ; E: a is in the image of i#: H G, D ª H E, D , .  .  . 4q q
where i# is the homomorphism induced by the immersion i: G ª E.
w x  .THEOREM 4.3 8 . As in Definition 4.2, for gi¨ en E, D, and a , let F a
be a homological family of dimension q with boundary D. Suppose that
2 .  .f g C E, R satisfies the PS condition. Define
c ' c f , F a s inf sup f w . 4.7 .  .  . .
 .GgF a wgG
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 .Suppose that sup f w - c and f 9 is Fredholm onw g D
K s x g E: f 9 x s 0, f x s c . 4.8 4 .  .  .c
y . 0 .Then there exists x g K such that the Morse indices m x and m x of thec
functional f at x satisfy
q y m0 x F my x F q. .  .
 .Proof of Theorem 1.3. For T ) 0 satisfying 1.5 , set
X s My id y A [ M 0 id y A , Y s Mq id y A . .  .  .` ` `
 .  .  q.For z g Y, by 2.3 , V7 , and V8 , we have
T1 :f z s id y A z , z y G z dt .  .  .H`2
0
y1a 21 5 5 5 5G id y A z y c z .` 12
a1 2G d s y id y A c . 4.9 .  .` 12
 .  q.For z s z q z g X, by V7 and V8 , we havey 0
T1  :f z s id y A z , z y G z dt .  .  .H` y y2
0
y1 Ta 21F y id y A z q c z y G z dt. 4.10 .  .  .H` y 1 y 02
0
0 .  q.Since dim M id y A - q` , by V8 we have`
T
G z dt ª q` , as z ª `. 4.11 .  .H 0 0
0
 .Combining this with 4.10 yields that there exists r ) 0 and b - d such1
that
f z F b , ;z g ­ Q, 4.12 .  .
 5 5 4where Q s z g X N z F r . It is well known that, under the conditions1
 .  q.  .  w x.V7 and V8 , f satisfies the PS condition cf. 5, 23 .
 w x.Let S s Y. Then ­ Q and S are homologically linked cf. 5, 8 . Let
w x  .D s ­ Q and a s Q g H SE , D , where k s dim X. Then a is non-k T
 .trivial and F a defined by Definition 4.2 is a homological family of
 w x.dimension k with boundary D cf. 5, 8 . It is well known that f 9 is
 .  .  .  .Fredholm on K defined by 4.7 and 4.8 . By 4.9 and 4.12 we obtainc
sup f z F b - d F c s c f , F a .  . .
zgD
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 w x.cf. 5 . Thus by Theorem 4.3, there exists x g K such that the Morsec
y . 0 .indices m x and m x of f at x satisfy
dim X y m0 x F my x F dim X . .  .
 .Combining this with Proposition 2.2, 1.5 , and Theorem 2.5 yields that
2 N .  .x / 0 and x is a nonconstant symmetric C S , R -solution of 1.1T
which satisfies
si x F i h q n h . .  .  .T T ` T `
 .  .Thus by Theorem 2.4 we get the conclusion of i . The proof of ii is
similar. We omit the details.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.4. For T ) 0 satisfying 1.7 , let
X s My id y A [ M 0 id y A , Y s Mq id y A . .  .  .0 0 0
Using the same arguments as Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we get
 .  .3.3 . By 1.7 and Theorem 2.5 we have
y 0 q  4Z s M id y A [ M id y A l M id y A / 0 . .  .  . .` ` 0
 .Let e g ­ B 0 l Z and set1
 4Q s re : 0 F r F r [ B 0 l X . . 41 r1
 .By V9 we have that A y A is semi-positive definite and` 0
id y A id y A s id y A id y A . .  .  .  .` 0 0 `
Hence for any z g X, we have
 :  :  :A y A e, z s y id y A e, z q id y A e, z s 0. .  .  .` 0 ` 0
 .  q.Thus for any z s re q z q z g Q, by V7 and V8 we obtainy 0
T1  :f z s id y A z , z y G z dt .  .  .H`2
0
1 12 :  :s r id y A e, e q id y A z , z .  .` 0 y y2 2
T1  :y A y A z q z , z q z y G z dt .  .  .H` 0 y 0 y 02
0
y1 Ta 21F y id y A z q M z y G z q re dt . .  .H0 y y 02
0
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 .  q.  .Now by 2.5 and V8 , there exists r ) 0 such that 3.6 holds. By1
 .  q.  .standard arguments, V7 and V8 imply that f satisfies the PS
 w x.condition cf. 5, 18, 23 . Using the same arguments as Step 3 in the proof
of Theorem 1.1, we get the conclusion. The proof is complete.
w .Proof of Corollary 1.5. For any T g 2pr w , 2pr w , by Theorem’ ’` 0
2.5 and Corollary 2.6, we have
i h q n h ) 0 s i h q n h . .  .  .  .T ` T ` T 0 T 0
The conclusion follows from Theorem 1.4.
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